


A brand driven by internationally 
acclaimed Chef Frank McClelland’s 

passion for Coastal New England.

Chef Frank had his start as a farmer 
in New Hampshire before moving to 
the Boston area and revolutionizing 

the food scene by leveraging his 
knowledge of farms and farmers to 

bring the best ingredients to his 
restaurants. The New England Farm 

to Table matured in parallel with 
(but distinct from) a similar movement 

on the West Coast promulgated by Alice 
Waters at Chez Panisse. 



Chef Frank’s Love Letter 
to New England, Vol. 2



New England 
Cuisine, 

Reimagined



New, New
England Cuisine



What is

Bar & Restaurant Market

Products

FRANK-Made FRANK-Curated

Prepared Foods

Wine Club



Where is the FRANK going?

FRANK is not a restaurant; it’s not a man. FRANK is a battle-tested and 
profited-motivated brand ready for the next push. The initial phase was intended 
as proof-of-concept and the pandemic ensured that the model was subjected to 
more stress than we ever imagined, yet it’s thriving and our predictions about our 
new model have been borne out. Our strategies and household name status have 
helped us thrive while more traditional brands and restaurants have disappeared 
over the past few years. 

The FRANK brand is well positioned to grow and sell within seven years. 



What problem does FRANK solve for the industry?

Problem: The traditional restaurant model was becoming less tenable and profitable 
over the past couple of decades and the pandemic exacerbated the issues. Labor costs 
and food costs have increased dramatically and customers are not willing to absorb 
concomitant increases to menu prices. 

Solution: Leverage the core infrastructure that has been built over the past three years 
into a new restaurant in Assembly Row, located in Somerville, MA and a high volume 
production facility in Salem, NH that will supply ingredients to all other FRANK 
locations. This arrangement will dramatically reduce labor costs by moving labor to a 
less expensive market with better access to labor, producing at higher volumes, and 
increasing buying power for the brand. 



What does FRANK solve for the world?

Problem: The current food system is wildly inefficient and damaging to both the 
environment and local communities. Factory farms produce blands foods designed to 
maximize shelf life. They have low nutritional value, the farms pay low wages for 
workers, and they’re destroying the land and oceans. 

Solution: FRANK can leverage direct relationships with small farmers to use nutritional 
foods produced in sustainable ways while ensuring fair practices for farmers and their 
employees. The choice used to be small, expensive, independent restaurants with great 
food or lower tier chains with factory-farmed ingredients. FRANK creates a 3rd option 
that promises creativity, good food, and profitability. 



ASSEMBLY ROW

● Big value: FRANK inherits $500,000 
worth of new equipment from a 
previous tenant. 

● Located in hotel with 500 keys, 
adjacent to 600k sf life sciences 
building, Mass General’s admin 
building with 5000 daily visitors, 
burgeoning nightlife scene.

● Planned construction of a $45MM 
bridge to the Encore Hotel and Casino

● Very low barrier to launch this five-star 
location

● Immediate MBTA access via Orange 
Line



Salem, NH Production Facility

● Partners:
○ Roger Berkowitz, formerly of Legal Seafoods
○ Joe Faro, Tuscan Kitchen, Joseph’s Gourmet Pasta, Tuscan Brands
○ Joshua Smith, New England Charcuterie

● Immediate revenue from producing goods for Berkowitz, Smith, and Faro.
● Immediate access to buyers for retail giants like Costco, Walmart, Market 

Basket, and Whole Foods. 
● Prepared ingredients (chopped and washed produce, soups and stocks) 

sent daily to restaurant locations. 
● Baked and parbaked goods delivered daily to restaurant locations and 

wholesale customers. 
● E-commerce production and fulfillment center.
● Expanding farm partners relationships throughout New England



FRANK @ Rantoul St., Beverly, MA

● The initial restaurant, the heart and soul of the brand, will 
become a Test Kitchen. 

● This research and development center will be rebranded as such
● This will create renewed excitement north of Boston as guests 

will look forward to trying Chef Frank’s latest innovations. We 
have test-marketed ‘experimental’ nights monthly and they are 
typically busier than average. 



Beverly (Rantoul) Forecast



Assembly Row Forecast



Sales and NOI Rollout



Commissary
Total Sales include: E-Commerce, Retail, Wholesale B2B Prepared Foods, Catering (pick up), Sales to FKM units


